We have obtained room-temperature transient infrared difference spectra of the M412 photoproduct of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) by using a "rapid-sweep" Fouriertransform infrared (FT-IR) technique that permits the collection of an entire spectrum (extending from 1000 to 2000 cm-' with 8-cm'1 resolution) in 5 ms. These spectra exhibit <10-4 absorbance unit of noise, even utilizing wet samples containing -40 pmol of bR in the measuring beam. The bR --M transient difference spectrum is similar to FT-IR difference spectra previously obtained under conditions where M decay was blocked (low temperature or low humidity). In particular, the transient spectrum exhibits a set of vibrational difference bands that were previously attributed to protonation changes of several tyrosine residues on the basis of isotopic derivative spectra of M at low temperature. Our rapid-sweep FT-IR spectra demonstrate that these tyrosine/tyrosinate bands are also present under more physiological conditions. Despite the overall similarity to the low-temperature and low-humidity spectra, the room-temperature bR --M transient difference spectrum shows significant additional features in the amide I and amide II regions. These features' presence suggests that a small alteration of the protein backbone accompanies M formation under physiological conditions and that this conformational change is inhibited in the absence of liquid water.
transient difference spectrum is similar to FT-IR difference spectra previously obtained under conditions where M decay was blocked (low temperature or low humidity). In particular, the transient spectrum exhibits a set of vibrational difference bands that were previously attributed to protonation changes of several tyrosine residues on the basis of isotopic derivative spectra of M at low temperature. Our rapid-sweep FT-IR spectra demonstrate that these tyrosine/tyrosinate bands are also present under more physiological conditions. Despite the overall similarity to the low-temperature and low-humidity spectra, the room-temperature bR --M transient difference spectrum shows significant additional features in the amide I and amide II regions. These features' presence suggests that a small alteration of the protein backbone accompanies M formation under physiological conditions and that this conformational change is inhibited in the absence of liquid water.
Infrared difference spectroscopy is a useful technique for measuring protein structural changes. Every residue has infrared-active group vibrations that are potentially sensitive to changes in covalent bonding (e.g., conformation, protonation state) and in noncovalent interactions with the surrounding environment (e.g., hydrogen bonding, steric hindrance). Although the presence of many IR-active groups in a large protein leads to a very complex IR spectrum, careful null measurements make it possible to observe only the small subset of vibrations that change during a biochemical transformation.
The photoreactive proteins bacteriorhodopsin (bR) and rhodopsin are ideally suited for observing such difference spectra. By photolyzing these proteins inside a spectrometer, it has been possible to make very precise measurements of the resulting IR absorbance changes (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . These IR difference spectra have provided a wealth of information. For example, it has been shown that during the photoreaction of bR (Xmax = 568 nm) to M (Xmax = 412 nm), an aspartate residue becomes protonated (1, 7) ; additional protonation changes of carboxylic acid residues occur at other steps in the bR photocycle (7, 9, 10) . More recently, IR difference spectra (along with UV difference spectra) have detected changes in protonation of several tyrosines in the photointermediates between bR and M (8-10). Such spectra provide important experimental tests of proposed proton-translocation mechanisms for bR.
Early IR difference spectra of bR and rhodopsin photoproducts were obtained by using flash photolysis techniques and single-wavelength transient measurements with submillisecond time resolution (5, 6, 11) . However, covering a significant IR spectral region with successive singlewavelength measurements requires extensive periods of signal-averaging. With Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, it is possible to collect data simultaneously over a large spectral region. The time resolution of conventional FT-IR spectrometers is fairly slow; hence, previous FT-IR difference measurements on bR and rhodopsin photoproducts have relied on nonphysiological conditions [e.g., drying (1) and/or cooling (2) (3) (4) (8) (9) (10) ] in order to trap photointermediate species.
To study protein reactions under physiological conditions, it is clearly important to develop time-resolved IR techniques that can take advantage of the intrinsically higher sensitivity of Fourier-transform spectrometers. A number of approaches to this problem have been described (12, 13) . We recently presented a method that is based on sweeping the interferometer moving mirror rapidly enough to obtain a 512-point spectrum, extending from 0 to 2000 cm-' with 8-cm-' resolution, in just 5 ms (14) . By triggering an external photolysis laser pulse at the start of data collection, it is possible to obtain IR spectra of short-lived photoproducts. We designate this approach "rapid-sweep" FT-IR spectroscopy.
We have applied the rapid-sweep method to the study of bR's M photoproduct, which has an =10-ms decay time at room temperature (15, 16) . Our results support many conclusions about bR -* M structural changes that were originally drawn from FT-IR experiments at low temperaturee.g., protonation changes of tyrosine and aspartic acid residues. However, at room temperature additional spectral features are observed that suggest that the protein backbone of bR requires a liquid water environment in order to attain the M state found under physiological conditions. A preliminary account of this work has been presented (17 fWe use the term "rapid-sweep" in distinction from "rapid-scan," which is often used to designate methods intended to increase the repetition rate of scanning rather than the speed of individual scans (e.g., rapid mirror turn-around or data collection during both directions of mirror motion).
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our own modified version of the operating softxN with the system. Rapid-Sweep Data Collection. By appropriate interferometer mirror velocity and data samplii the Nicolet 60SX spectrometer, it is possible 512-point interferogram, with a total retardation in just over 5 ms (see Fig. 1 ). This interfern apodized and Fourier-transformed, yields a spec ing from 0 to 1975 cm-' with 8-cm-1 spectral ri 5-ms temporal resolution.
By illuminating a bR sample with a 15-ns las pulse (540 nm, 3 mJ) just prior to the collection interferogram, it was possible to obtain a t spectrum of the M412 photoproduct. The photoly directed into the microbeam compartment and along the IR optical path by a small 450 mirror center of the expanded and collimated IR beam (f = 100 mm) just outside the sample compartme focal point ofthe laser away from that ofthe IR b the defocused laser to illuminate the entire 1.5-region of sample probed by the IR beam.
Interferograms following a flash were collectc with no-flash interferograms, at a repetition ra For wet samples at room temperature, this was to permit bR photoproducts to relax fully betwee mirror scans. However, for a very dry sample t slow M decay it was necessary to alternate flash scans not one-by-one but rather in blocks of 21 After signal-averaging and Fourier transfo "flash-on" spectrum was ratioed to the "flaw trum, and the transmittance changes were 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With our rapid-sweep FT-IR technique, it is possible to observe significant transient differences of -0.005 absorbance unit (a.u.) after <20 s of signal averaging (e.g., positive 1557-and negative 1527-cm-' peaks in Fig. 2A ). The noise level in Fig. 2A is s0.001 a. u., except from 1630 to 1680 cm-1 and below 1100 cm-', where the IR measuring beam was greatly attenuated by water and amide I and by CaF2 window absorptions, respectively.
After 2 hr of signal-averaging (Fig. 2B) , the noise is reduced to S10-4 a.u. throughout the region from 1800 cm-1 to just below 1000 cm-'. The features in this bR -* M transient FT-IR difference spectrum are quite similar to those observed in static FT-IR difference spectra from dried (1) (Fig. 2C) , the COO2H vibration shifts to =1750 cm-l, as has been observed previously (1, (4) (5) (6) (7) . Likewise, the C=NH+ stretching vibration of the retinalprotein Schiffs base linkage in the parent bR shifts from 1640 ( Fig. 2B) to 1625 cm-' (Fig. 2C) . These transient IR absorbance changes exhibit appropriate decay kinetics, as shown in Fig. 3 . A plot of log(AA) vs. T(the time interval between the flash and the start of interferogram collection) for the 1526-cm-1 peak is nearly linear (Fig. 3 Inset). The slope of the plot corresponds to a decay time of -6 ms. This agrees well with the time constant of 6.16 ± 0.06 ms for the best single-exponential fit to the visible absorbance decay at 410 nm (typical data shown in Fig. 1C) , measured using a sample and temperature identical to those employed for the FT-IR measurements. Other major peaks in the bR -. M FT-IR difference spectrum also decay with similar kinetics, giving semilogarithmic plots that are nearly parallel to that for 1526 cm-' (Fig. 3 Inset) . One major peak in the transient FT-IR spectrum with unusual kinetic behavior is at 1557 cm-1. This feature does not decay monotonically; rather, it increases slightly in intensity between the first two time points measured, then decreases. Thus, the ratio AA- (20, 21) . This, in addition to the kinetic behavior mentioned above, suggests that the 1572-cm-1 shoulder in our bR --M IR difference spectrum is due to a chromophore vibration, whereas the 1557-cm-1 peak is due to a protein vibration. A similar suggestion was made by Mantele et al. to explain the different kinetic behaviors that they observed at 1555 and 1570 cm-1 (5) .
Some of the intensity at 1557 cm-' in our bR --M difference spectrum (Fig. 2B) appears to shift away when the FT-IR spectrum is measured in 2H20 (Fig. 2C) . The remaining feature near 1557 cm-' exhibits more normal decay behavior-i.e., it decays monotonically and its intensity relative to the 1569-and 1526-cm-1 peaks does not change as T is varied from 0.1 to 50 ms (data not shown).
These observations suggest that there are several vibrations superposed at 1557 cm-' and that the protein vibration with anomalous decay is due to a group with exchangeable proton(s). The 1557-cm-1 peak is furthermore temperature-dependent, as shown by a comparison of bR-* M difference spectra Biophysics: Braiman et (Fig. 4) . These higher-resolution spectra show that at room temperature there is both an increased positive peak at 1557 cm-' and an increased negative shoulder at 1538 cm-1 (Fig. 4A ) that appear to be superimposed on the spectral features observed at -200C (Fig. 4B) . The frequencies of these positive and negative features are consistent with the idea that they could be due to the amide II vibration(s) of a portion of the protein backbone undergoing a conformational change between bR and its M photoproduct. If this hypothesis is correct, then these spectra demonstrate that this protein conformational change is partially blocked at -20TC. Consistent with the hypothesis of temperature-dependent protein backbone change is the observation of temperature-sensitive features in the amide I spectral region (1650-1700 cm-' in Fig. 4A ). Peaks in this region of the bR -* M difference spectrum are known to be due to protein vibrations based on their insensitivity to isotopic substitutions of the chromophore (6).
The "amide I" (1650-1700 cm-') and "amide II" (1557 cm-1) temperature-dependent features can also be abolished by decreasing the water content of the sample from 90% by weight (Fig. 5A) to 25% (Fig. SD) . The change in the 1650-to 1700-cm-1 features appears to begin at intermediate degrees of dessication (Fig. 5 B and C) . However, interpretation of these features' behavior is complicated because the 1649-and 1694-cm-1 vibrations are known to be highly dichroic, with transition moments oriented nearly perpendicular to the membrane plane (23, 24) . Thus, a part of the gradual intensity decrease upon dessication could be due to alignment of purple membrane sheets in a direction parallel to the CaF2 window surfaces. On the other hand, such an explanation is unlikely for the intensity decreases of the 1557-cm-1 (positive) and 1659-cm-1 (negative) peaks, since the bR and M vibrations observed at these frequencies have transition dipole moments predominantly parallel with the membrane plane (23, 24) .
I~~~~0 .001 a. U. (10) . For B, the resolution was 2 cm-'. For A, the spectral resolution was enhanced (to 4 cm-') by taking interferogram points out to 10 ms following the flash, signalaveraging extensively (50,000 flashes), and employing a deconvolution technique described in the text. In any case, at a level of dessication where M decay is slowed, permitting it to be observed under steady-state illumination (Fig. SD) , the 1652-and 1557-cm-1 intensities decrease to the same level observed with the sample at -20TC (Fig. 4B) . The Fig. 5 represents <1% of background protein absorbance. This is comparable to the -1% change in the amide I and II bands observed for rhodopsin bleaching intermediates at room temperature (2) and could be accounted for by a localized secondary structure -rearrangement of just a few of bR's 248 residues. The wet purple membrane samples in the current studies were not well-oriented and the §An alternative explanation for the difference between the transient bR -e M spectrum from wet samples and static spectra from frozen or dried samples could be that photon absorption by bR photointermediates leads to accumulation of a different M-like species. However, by treating wet purple membrane films with La3+ at high pH it is possible to slow down the photocycle enough to generate large steady-state M concentrations at room temperature, and the static bR --M difference spectrum measured under these conditions corresponds more closely to our transient FT-IR spectrum of a wet sample than to static FT-IR spectra of dried or frozen bR (25) . f/1 measuring beam did not have a well-defined plane of polarization; therefore, it is difficult to use our data to state a limit on the possible tilt of the transmembrane helices upon M formation. Still, the sizes of the amide I and II features in our spectra are inconsistent with any large-scale global changes in protein structure, unless [as Draheim and Cassim proposed (27) ] they could be accomplished with very minor secondary structure alterations.
Other than the amide I and amide II features, the additional details observed in the resolution-enhanced spectrum of Fig.  4A are strikingly similar to features observed previously in the low-temperature static bR -+ M spectrum (Fig. 4B) . In particular, we observe very similar patterns in the 1280-and ->1500-cm-1 regions, which are characteristic frequency regions for the C-0-stretching and aromatic C=C stretching vibrations oftyrosinate anions, respectively (8) (9) (10) . Peaks in these regions in the low-temperature bR --M difference spectrum have been attributed to protonation changes of three distinct tyrosine residues, based on spectral shifts observed with bR samples containing isotopically substituted (8) (9) (10) or chemically modified (28) tyrosines. The similar appearance of these spectral features in Fig. 4 A and B suggests that these same tyrosine protonation changes also occur transiently when M is formed at room temperaturei.e., under conditions where bR is known to have protonpumping activity. Our spectra are consistent with a net tyrosine deprotonation during the bR -* M reaction, as originally suggested by transient UV absorption measurements (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) . These results furthermore support models involving tyrosines as transient carriers of pumped protons (34, 35) .
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the rapid-sweep FT-IR technique is sensitive enough to measure 7-ms transient changes of individual residues in a 26,000-dalton membrane protein (bR). Each of the transient FT-IR difference spectra presented in Figs. 2-5 was obtained with only 10 pmol of bR in the measuring beam. Furthermore, excellent spectra (e.g., Fig. 5A ) were obtained even when such samples also contained up to 90% water by weight. These results illustrate the potential power of this technique for studying fast biochemical processes under nearly physiological conditions.
